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Personnel Tracking at Olympic Trials Provides Greater Accountability & Security
EUGENE, OR – July 24, 2012 – Elliott Data Systems, Inc. and its local partner, Mountainland Business
Systems, assisted the City of Eugene by tracking first responders, security personnel and volunteers at
the Olympic Trials at the University of Oregon in Eugene, OR.
Mountainland staff produced a secure bar-coded credential to identify and track security personnel using
Elliott’s Mobile Solutions™ software and portable Mobile Command Cases. This identification and
accountability solution was used at the Multi-Agency Coordination Center and other staging areas to
identify and track security personnel and volunteer activity at the Olympic Trials. “This system has helped
ensure that only authorized personnel are able to access the incident command center and other secure
locations and confirm they have proper clearance, “ according to Duane Crabtree, ID Solutions Director at
Mountainland Business Systems. “ We were also able to provide an accounting of where key personnel
are located and provide critical reporting to the City of Eugene to show how many hours were spent at the
event on various assignments.”
The Asset Manager software was integrated with the Mobile Solutions™ System to provided additional
tracking of radios and other equipment used at the event. All of the activity tracked by the Mobile
Solutions™ Software was viewable from OPS Center at their Emergency Operations Center (EOC). The
City of Eugene recently purchased OPS Center to better manage any type of incident and manage field
personnel and resources more effectively. Event data on all personnel and assets was stored and used to
generate reports to verify how many people were working on-site and track volunteer hours.
About Mountainland
Mountainland Business Systems, Inc. has been in business for over 30 years and provides world class
local service and office equipment solutions. Mountainland specializes in Credentialing Systems, ID
Badging Equipment, Personnel and Asset Tracking Systems, Physical Security Solutions and Mailing and
Binding Systems. Mountainland is headquartered in Salt Lake City, UT and has local offices in Portland,
Eugene and Medford, OR. Mountainland is an authorized dealer for Elliott Data Systems, Inc. and
Datacard Group, Inc. and is part of the Identification Systems Group, a nationwide network of local
experts in identification products. To learn more about Mountainland visit www.mlbs.com
About Elliott
Elliott Data Systems, Inc. is a Mobile Solutions™ systems developer and integrator with expertise in
deployment of Mobile Security, Positive ID and Accountability Solutions. Elliott Data Systems, Inc. is
partnered with a national network of Certified Solution Providers who are trained and certified to sell and
support Mobile Solutions™. To learn more, visit www.elliottmobilesolutions.com #

